Classification accuracy is also tested on the proposed data-set and the result is encouraging.
Introduction
Paper documents, specially old documents, carry a wealth of information about the history of civilization. The for certain resource or landmarks we need to ensure that the map contains such resources. Also, for the evaluation of old maps, as most cartographic rules were not in existence when they were made, it might be difficult to access the category in which they belonged. Our work might prove to be immensely helpful in such cases.
Through this paper, first we present the process of building the dataset and creation of groundtruth utilising semi-automatic procedures and then proposed a classification strategy for map images.
The categories into which maps are classified are the [13] scanned document -English NEOCR dataset [15] natural image text --Tobacco800 [10, 1, 21] scanned page image 1200 × 1600 to 2500 × 3200 English MSRA-TD500 [22] Natural images 1296 × 864 to 1920 × 1280 English SVHN Dataset [16] Scene text house numbersEnglish KAIST [9] Scene text 640 × 480 Korean, English LRDE [8] Scanned document -French 
Description of LMIDb Dataset
The paper maps are collected from sources like web- which is applicable to maps irrespective of the script) and 32% (for LMDB 1.2 ). As the time-gain depends on many factors estimating the true benefit is not possible; however, the tools help reducing the total effort substantially.
Indexing of Repository by XML using DOM tree
The texts derived in the text-only ground truth need to be stored for efficient retrieval and searching. We store these texts in an XML file using the DOM tree parser (as shown in Tab. 4: Performance Evaluation of well known binarization methods using DIBCO parameters using this dataset Methods F-Measure PSNR NRM MPM Niblack [17] 46.5186 6.7575 0.1864 0.0492 Gatos [6] 82.5215 13.6800 0.0927 0.0036 Lu [12] 62.6756 9.6356 0.0732 0.0085 Ramirez [19] 67.2043 10.4426 0.0556 0.0081 Otsu [18] 69.7732 11.3967 0.0475 0.0064 m-Sauvola [8] 76.4652 12.9375 0.0827 0.0040 Sauvola [20] 81 Fig. 8 . The set U = {P o, P h, R, T } is the universal set representing all the map classes; where T , P o, P h, R and T represent Political, Physical, Resource and Topographic maps respectively. In this case if a map image is taken as input, the proposed approach will tell the class of maps; i.e.
the input map image belongs to any subset of U . Fig. 8 shows the overview of the proposed classification strategy for map images. Step 1 Consider the dynamic window and binarize it (see Fig. 11(a) ). Find the connected components present in the window and separate them. For n contour lines, within a window, let the components be C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C n contained in C. Now analyse each of the labelled components one by one (Fig. 11(b) )
Extraction of features for map classification
Step 2 Perform thinning operation on each of the components ( Fig. 11(c) ).
Step 3 Find the node points so as to vectorise the contour. The two end points are the first and last node points the pixels follow. This is means for n pixels, if a group of pixels follow n 1 direction another follows n 2 upto maximum n n ; we choose direction n i which is the maximum value among n 1 , . . . , n n as the dominant direction. If a pixel differs from the dominant direction by more than two points, we note it as a change in direction, and start calculating the dominance in direction all over again from this new pixel. This way, the red points in Fig. 11(d) are selected.
Step 4 Connect the node points by straight lines. Previously these were connected by non uniform shapes, connecting the node points by straight lines simplifies and vectorises the contour structure( Fig. 11(e) ).
Step 5 Reiterate through each of step 2-step 5 till all the n contour components of C have been vectorised.
Step 6 Check for equality of vectorised components. 
Step 7 To do this, we calculate the inter component distance along a straight line on that window. Let this value be p. Now if the contour line has n r no of line to its left and n l to its right, the increase in size of the window is given by:
A positive S indicates the window size would increase to the right whereas a negative S indicates its growth in the left. In this case, we increase the window to 2 n × 2 n (previous size n) and perform the al- 
Icon Extraction for identification of resource maps
The maps which are resource-bearing in nature contain several icons indicating a particular resource or landmark.
Such icons may symbolize availability of minerals, industries, agricultural products and so on. The important feature of such maps are that these legends [14] occur in more than one places scattered across the map. We dynamically extract and analyse such logos. If the percentage of such logos occur in large proportion, we conclude that the map contains sufficient resources. We also extract the position of each such symbols and thus their availability coordinates can also be separated.
In order to procure the symbols, we take the RGB picture of the map as input (P ). This image contains the red,green and blue components (P r , P g , P b ). The steps for the extraction of resource icons are:
Step 1 We take red, blue and green as the channels of interest and subtracting one from the other gives the channel information of the . We take
Since the logos are generally mono-coloured and cartographers have used strong contrasting c. We have ob- We are working on this aspect to formulate parameters for adding a scale on degree of difficulty at present. olours to symbolize such entities, the colour logos are extracted from this step 12.
Step 2 To take into consideration the black and white logos, we rely on their change in intensity and use Sobel operator to extract the sharp change in contrast. This image L b w contains the logos as well as other map component such roads, rivers, names and so on (see Fig. 12 (c)).
Step 3 We plot the L/W ratio against the number of components, and all objects having this ratio greater than the mean average, are deleted.
Step 4 Step 5 The image obtained in this step contains either an isolated letter or an icon present in the map (see Fig. 12(d) ). The difference in the two straits lie in their frequency of occurrence. For isolated letters their chance Step 6 For each vector, a high correlation value indicates the icons may be same whereas a low one indicated dissimilarity. To obtain a threshold we find the within class variance of the values stored in the vector. The minimum value is selected as the threshold. Thus procedure is similar to OtsuŠs thresholding method [18] but instead of binarising images, it finds the threshold above which icons are considered similar and below which they are considered different.
Classification of physical and political maps
We now reach level 2 of the tree classifier, once we are assured that the map images do not form part of either topographic or resource maps. Here we try to classify between the two component of R (see Fig. 1 ). For the two classes, physical and political; we note certain distinct difference between the two classes. For physical maps, the background surfaces denote the land feature and contour, describing the elevation, sometimes the vegetation and so on. The changes are thus a bit erratic, and these features obviously do not agree with the political and social boundaries. Therefore, the contours may be spread across multiple states, districts or countries. Thus for physical maps, the backgrounds are erratic and spread across boundaries whereas in political maps, the background region are smooth and the hue of each colour region is same and contained within the boundary. For this purpose we extract the regions to check for these features. We extract the features by finding the smoothness of the background and the changes across boundary; thereafter pass this as a vector to a binary classifier. Finally, we use sequential vector machine as the binary classifier.
Region extraction by hue spread analysis
The objective of this step is to extract each colour region separately which represents a state, district or terrain. Once the colour region is identified, it is globally binarised through kurtosis calculation. In brief the selection of each colour region (data points) is explained as follows:
Step 1 Consider each pixel (i, j) individually from the input colour image P . It consists of HSI values such as P H (i, j), P S (i, j), and P I (i, j). Use another matrix E of same size as P whose elements are binary-flags. These flags are used if the corresponding pixel in P is already marked for a colour region or not. Initially all cells in E are marked as 0.
Step 2 As we intend to find the number of colour bands present, we primarily work with the hue value of the image. The histogram for the hue range of the map is plotted and from it the modes are noted. As the hue measure gives us the dominant wavelength present in the colour, each mode suggests a colour band present in the image.
Any particular colour does not possess the same hue value throughout the entire image due to imperfection in print- where:
Step 3 (Fig. 16(a), 16(c) ). The pixels selected in the area filling pass is marked in the previously defined matrix E. Modify all cells in E as follows: (Fig. 16(b), 16(d) ) the saturation plot gives a single mode. However, for the images given in Fig. 16(e) , the corresponding plot( Fig. 16(h) ) indicates two peaks in the saturation plot distribution as there are two distinct saturation values present (i.e. two tinge of orange). We further extract each of these regions by taking the modes from the saturation plot and the corresponding spread from each mode (Fig. 16(f), 16(g) ).
Region boundary value analysis In this step
we need to extract the convex hull of the region. The steps performed are:
1. The image containing the region in white obtained from the previous section is thinned followed by subtraction from the original area filled image.
2. The pixels from the original image, along the selected boundary are noted. The total number of pixels which are of black intensity is noted (p).Given the number of regions 'r' and image dimension m × n, this value is normalized by:
If this value of p n is high, we understand that each region is demarcated by a boundary and therefore the regions represent one country, state or district.
3. Regions displaying high value of p n indicate political demarcations while those having low p n tends to belong to physical maps. Thus p n would serve as a parameter for classification between physical and political maps.
Texture analysis of each region
For each region found using the area filling algorithm, we compute the intensity of the region. Now, our aim is to extract the background of this region. In the previous step, we had already calculated the hue spread of the region, and since we can safely assume that this hue forms the background, the intensity of this hue gives the background intensity.
We find that the backgrounds for maps conveying physical and political information vary radically. As for politi- Smoothness:
Like the parameter 'p n ' discussed earlier, these three parameters s r , u y , and e are also used as features for classification between physical and political maps. 
Verification / testing of maps using tree classifier
The whole process of map classification is summarised in this section and how we use the tree classifier for the separation of different traits are stated. The tree classifier is depicted in Fig. 1 The classification is done on a naive factor like language used in the corresponding texts while factors like complexity or degree of difficulty, at least in terms of text/graphics separation, may be added for the benefit of the research community.
